#1 Electronic Medical Records 2017
Software and services

#1 Practice Management & EHR 2015 / 2016
Recognizing the software and service organizations that excelled in helping providers deliver better patient care

#1 Ambulatory RCM Services 2016
CureMD is a leading provider of innovative health information management solutions that transforms the administrative and clinical operations of healthcare organizations of all sizes.

The award winning CureMD platform delivers complete information and evidence based knowledge when and where required - facilitating informed and effective decision making to improve quality of care, practice performance and patient experience.

Electronic health records, specialty content, practice management, enterprise scheduling, intelligent billing, workflow management, key performance indicator dashboards, e-Rx, e-Labs, document imaging, clinical knowledge base, clinical alerts, device / Health Information Exchange connectivity, patient education, data mining reports and patient portal.

Hosting, backup, security, implementation, support, maintenance, data migration, e-Fax, credit card processing, text messaging, patient statements, transcription, training and consulting.
Dermatology Electronic Health Records

Built on the award winning CureMD platform, the system provides extended support for Cosmetic Dermatology, Dermatopathology, Immunodermatology and Mohs surgery.

Interactive Body Chart - Graphically select the appropriate areas of the body for the: exam, biopsy, Mohs, or other procedures.

Pre-Built Templates - Dermatology templates simplify the entire documentation process including the number, symmetry, color, diameter, and changes of the lesions. Your notes can also include pictures of the sites along with “before and after” photos.

Customizable Preferences - The system remembers your favorite: anesthesia, sutures, dressing, and more.

Consent Management - The consents are accessible for every procedure or treatment, and can also be electronically signed.

Specialized Billing - The system segregates procedures that get billed to insurances or those that are collected from the patients. Medical and cosmetic services rendered can be managed efficiently.
Body Charts

Full body charts with images for the head, neck, eyes, ears, nose, hands, feet and a lateral chart to help specify precise areas of a problem along with automated billing codes.

Point & Click

Customizable components help completeness, accuracy and documentation with ease.
Advanced Dermatology

Consent for Biopsy

Patient: [Redacted]
Date: May 18, 2012

Dr. ABC has explained that I have the following condition:

Procedure: ______________________ Site: ______________________

I consent to the administration of local anesthetic.

I understand that potential consequences and risks are associated with the procedure and they include, but are not limited to: scarring, bleeding, infection, ulceration, burning. I have been given the opportunity to ask questions.

Any tissues removed may be disposed of in accordance with accustomed practice.

Templates
Botox, fillers, laser surgery, cosmetic procedures including liposuction, blepharoplasty, face lifts and more - all included for fastest documentation and transaction speed.

e-Consents
Review, sign, print, fax and email consents directly from your system.
Practice Management

CureMD empowers your practice with the flexibility and outreach it needs to thrive in today’s highly competitive healthcare industry by enhancing the quality of services to your patients and increasing collections while helping you stay ahead of compliance requirements.

Integrated Practice Management delivers enterprise-grade features you can customize to transform your practice operations. The system provides you with access to all the information you need to optimize coordination, reduce operating expenses and accelerate collections.

Get Paid Faster

- Personalized dashboards
- Real-time insurance eligibility
- Enterprise scheduling
- Electronic claims and payments
- Authorizations and referrals
- Claim rules engine - CCI edits
- Task management
- Enterprise messaging
- Financial period closing
- Denial management
- Patient statement cycling

Benefits

- Increase service capacity
- Enhance productivity
- Minimize claim rejections
- Eliminate errors
- Expedite payments
- Ensure compliance
- Improve patient satisfaction
Revenue Cycle Management

CureMD streamlines workflows, optimizes operations and maximizes reimbursements by providing flexible, easy-to-use functionalities.

Utilizing integrated billing and practice management with robust analytics and reporting will repair revenue leakage, save time and empower decision making.

1. **IMPROVE**
   - revenue with management reports

2. **COMPLY**
   - with healthcare reform and P4P guidelines

3. **REDUCE**
   - in-house administrative costs

4. **REFOCUS**
   - on the quality of patient care delivery

5. **THRIVE**
   - with seamless workflow and reliable information

Regardless of the size of your practice, our certified medical billing specialists will enhance your service quality by allowing you to focus on your patients and leave all the billing technicalities to us.
“CureMD strives to provide the best customer support and continuously improves their products. Since we have been with them, we have not added any staff at all.”

Dr. Lilly-Rose Paraskevas
Rose Dermatology P.C
End-to-End Billing Services

- Fee schedule analysis
- Enrollment assistance
- Eligibility and benefits verification
- Charge entry - all specialties
- Electronic and paper submissions
- Insurance and patient payment posting
- Secondary billing
- Extensive insurance follow up
- Denial management
- Patient statement processing and mailing
- Customer service - patient queries
- Appeals administration
- Accounts receivable recovery
- Management reporting

PROVEN RESULTS

99% Customer retention
98% First pass clean claims rate
14% Production improvement
30% Reduction in A/R
Avalon EHR for iPad & iPhone

Charting on the Go
Revolutionary User Experience

Forward thinking
Designed specifically for the iPad, Avalon expedites charting, improves accuracy and ensures portability. It brings together a radical design and an innovative user experience that is rich and intuitive. Avalon provides the power of CureMD EHR in a portable package to provide users an instantly familiar feel with improved mobility.

Bringing groundbreaking research to life, Avalon enhances productivity and the bottom line of your practice.
Why CureMD

- True web-based technology
- Integrated, interoperable and customizable
- Enterprise-grade functionality
- Specialty content and workflow
- Award winning usability
- Meaningful Use stage 3 certified
- ICD-10 compliant
- Fast implementation
- PQRS / P4P ready
- Top rated customer support
- Hassle-free maintenance with free upgrades
- 99% uptime guarantee
- HIPAA compliant

Optimize

Revenu

Efficiency

Quality

Safety

21 years of ambulatory care experience
Interoperability

Designed for next generation interoperability, CureMD enables seamless information exchange across all stakeholders. Connect with:

- Health information exchanges
- Labs for electronic orders and results
- Pharmacies
- Payers
- Radiology / imaging services
- Hospital networks
- Referring providers
- Patients
- Syndromic surveillance agencies
- Immunization registries
- Specialty registries
- Electronic devices
- DICOM compliant imaging equipment
Award winning usability

CureMD is highly adaptable and easy to use. It learns from you while you work and mimics your unique style and practice preferences; resulting in effortless documentation and speed.

Cloud
A low monthly subscription includes hosting, support, upgrades, maintenance, security and business continuity services, eliminating upfront expenses on software, hardware and IT administration.

Client hosted
Larger practices with dedicated IT staff can keep their own server with CureMD installed for local and remote access - keeping data in their own office with greater control and flexibility.

Architecture
CureMD combines proven technology and industry standards to ensure your infrastructure remains:
  • Secure
  • Scalable
  • Always available
Meaningful Use guarantee
CureMD is guaranteed to meet the criteria for Meaningful Use certification. If we don’t, we will credit up to 12 months of support fees.

Security & privacy
CureMD employs advanced security and certified business continuity systems that prevent data loss while keeping your information secure, private and accessible.

- Access Authorization
- Role Base Access Control
- Release of Information
- Activity Monitoring
- Audit Trail
- 256 Bit SSL Encryption

Patient safety
For quality, safety, security and interoperability, CureMD supported initiatives include:

- Leapfrog
- DOQ-IT
- QualityNet
- NCQA
- JCAHO
- EHR Security

Awards

#1 EHR - KLAS Research*

#1 Practice Management - KLAS Research*

Top 20 EHR - Medical Economics

Top Ranked EMR - Black Book Rating

Five Star Usability - CCHIT

White Coat of Quality Award - Surescripts

Innovation Award - MedTech Journal

*1- 10 Physicians
Practice without boundaries